
 

   

Deux Twins Come Onboard as Investor/Ambassador with 
Plant-based Nutritional Supplement Company PlantFuel 

 
Plant-based Health and Wellness Brand PlantFuel Signs DJ Duo the Deux Twins as an 

Investor/Ambassador 
 
Mississauga, Ontario – Newswire – April 7, 2022 – PlantFuel Life Inc. (CSE:FUEL) 
(OTC:PLFLF) (FSE:BR1B) (“PlantFuel” or the “Company”) the scientifically focused plant-
based wellness company is proud to announce the signing of DJ group the Deux Twins as an 
investor/ambassador for the brand. 
 
Identical twins Brigitte and Jaimee Navarrete, known as the Deux Twins, have been taking the US 
night club circuit by storm. The open format DJ duo, born and raised in Los Angeles, have quickly 
risen to fame with their high-energy, hip-hop and EDM music sets; playing venues from LIV in 
Miami, to HARD Music Festival, and a recently announced residency at The Wynn in Las Vegas. 
The twins’ health and fitness lifestyle align well with PlantFuel’s ethos, and as an 
investor/ambassadors, Brigitte and Jaimee will promote the brand through their music world. 

 
 
Developed by athletes, formulated by doctors, and clinically proven for optimal performance, 
PlantFuel is a premium plant-based health and wellness company founded by former NFL player 
and serial entrepreneur Brad Pyatt. The Deux Twins is yet another example of the diversity in 
PlantFuel’s partners and ambassadors, which spans from professional and college sports to music 
and entertainment, and beyond. 
 



 

   

“The Deux Twins embody health and wellness, and they bring a great energy to what we’re 
building here at PlantFuel as we work towards launching our Plant Nation community,” says 

Brad Pyatt, PlantFuel CEO. 
 
Since PlantFuel’s inception in 2021, the brand has built an impressive network of ambassadors 
that include NFL Hall of Famer Terrell Owen, international music artist Lil Yachty, NCAA 
football star Spencer Rattler, national gymnast Olivia Dunne, television actress and singer Lucy 
Hale, NASCAR driver Natalie Decker, and many more. PlantFuel’s diverse ambassador network 
is part of the brand’s strategy to support the launch of Plant Nation later this year. 
 

“We’re building a lifestyle brand with PlantFuel, which I’ve had tremendous success with 
before, designed to be disruptive and culture-shifting. For us to be a category leader in wellness, 

we’re strategically partnering with a diverse network of influential trendsetters who are 
effectively building our brand through their communities,” says Pyatt. 

 
 
About PlantFuel Life Inc. 
PlantFuel Life Inc. (also known as PlantFuel) is a scientifically focused, plant-based wellness 
company managed by successful entrepreneurs with extensive experience in the areas of 
consumer-packaged goods, manufacturing, logistics, and distribution. https://plantfuellife.com/  
 
The Canadian Securities Exchange ("CSE") has neither approved nor disapproved the contents of 
this news release. Neither the CSE nor its Market Regulator (as that term is defined in the policies 
of the CSE) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 
 
 

Forward‐Looking Information Cautionary Statement  
 
This press release may contain certain “forward-looking information” and “forward-looking 
statements” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation. All information 
contained herein that is not historical in nature may constitute forward-looking information. 
Forward-looking statements may be identified by statements containing the words “believes”, 
“anticipates”, “plans”, “intends”, “will”, “should”, “expects”, “continue”, “estimate”, “forecasts” 
and other similar expressions. Forward-looking statements herein include, but are not limited to, 
expectations of management’s focus on and growth expectations of the PlantFuel brand and the 
Company’s business and strategic plans. Readers are cautioned to not place undue reliance on 
forward-looking information. Actual results and developments may differ materially from those 
contemplated by these statements. PlantFuel undertakes no obligation to comment analyses, 
expectations or statements made by third parties in respect of PlantFuel, its securities, or financial 
or operating results (as applicable). Although PlantFuel believes that the expectations reflected in 
forward-looking statements in this press release are reasonable, such forward-looking statements 
have been based on expectations, factors and assumptions concerning future events which may 
prove to be inaccurate and are subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, certain of which are 



 

   

beyond PlantFuel’s control, including the risk factors discussed in PlantFuel’s Listing Statement 
dated August 22, 2019 which is available on PlantFuel’s SEDAR profile at www.sedar.com. The 
forward-looking information contained in this press release is expressly qualified by this 
cautionary statement and are made as of the date hereof. PlantFuel disclaims any intention and has 
no obligation or responsibility, except as required by law, to update or revise any forward-looking 
information, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 
 
Contact Information: 
Brad Pyatt 
ir@plantfuel.com 
1-888-630-6938 
 


